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The follow-up to the Wall Street Journal bestseller Outrage.Those who hunt monsters must be
careful not to become monsters themselves.In another life, before human traffickers murdered
her husband and stole her children, Faith McMann was a wife, mother, and teacher. Now she
has become Furious, a merciless avenger on a deadly mission to retrieve her young son and
daughter, no matter the cost.Aided by unlikely but steadfast allies, the giant Beast and fragile
Rage, Faith plunges ever deeper into a sickening underworld of sexual exploitation and slavery
with steel-forged determination and righteous anger.In this powerful, suspenseful conclusion to
the Faith McMann trilogy, Faith is haunted by questions: Even if her children are recovered, will
they be broken beyond repair? What terrible sacrifices will their rescue require? What are the
limits of loyalty and love in a world that preys on innocents? And after her brutal awakening to
the darkest aspects of human nature, what will remain of her own self?
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Don't Make a Sound: A Sawyer Brooks Thriller



Velvet, “Riveting!!!. This book tore me to freaking pieces. The emotional impact it had on me at
times took me by surprise. I knew it was going to be rough but hell the tears flowed freely and I
had no control at times. Heartbreaking yet uplifting. If I had to pick just one word for this book -
this whole series in general - it would be riveting. This series sucked me in from the beginning
and is still holding me hostage. I became so attached to the characters. Their struggles,
frustrations, challenges, loss and happiness my own. It was if I was right there beside them the
whole time. I loved this epic conclusion to the Faith McMann series! It was perfect! I most
definitely recommend this series!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The underbelly of human trafficking. Faith, Beast, and Rage continue to
look for Faith's daughter, Lara. Faith was provided with some information about major players in
the trafficking business.Faith finds an ally in therapist Kristen Reich. Kristen invites Faith to see
what she is working on. Faith is surprised at all the women supporting her fight and want to join
her. Over the next few days, people are taken into custody.Rage continues to decline. She
searches for a man named Patrick, who was mentioned by Hudson as well as other individuals
she has encountered.The ending is bittersweet. This series just proves the dark tentacles of
human trafficking can touch anyone's life, no matter how careful one is our how far away from big
cities one lives.”

LadyBookWorm, “Could you walk on the dark side of the law to find your children?. What would
you feel if men came into your home, killed your husband & took your children? What would you
do? Would you sit at home, waiting for the police to solve the crimes? Could you wait? Would
your family step in to help you walk on the dark side to find your children?This trilogy will stay
with me. Not in just understanding how this could destroy a families life. This is the story of one
family, one mother searching for her children, but also the desperation to find her children. This
story is a dark one. The subject is a dark one as well. Closing our eyes doesn’t stop it.This
subject is thoughtfully, carefully & extremely well written. I don’t doubt the writer suffered a few
nightmares along the way as well.Personal insight:This mother had to be focused, keep her
feelings bottled up, keep the anger going. Because the anger is what kept her fueled.Until she
found her kids, she couldn’t afford to let that anger Go, to move forward with the other stages of
grief. To mourn her losses.”

Tony Parsons, “A very awesome book cover. Mendocino National Forest. Craig McMann
(husband/father) had been killed. & his 10-yr. old Lara McMann (daughter/sister) were
missing.Patrick (child labor/human trafficking) was meeting with Aster Williams (child labor/
human trafficking ringleader).Aster informed Patrick Hansel & his men to take care of the
McMann family members.Detective Yuhasz had been shot in the shoulder & was in the hospital
recuperating.Sacramento, CA. FBI office. Faith McMann (2nd. Wife, widow/mom, school



teacher) & Russell (aka Beast, Faith’s dad), accompanied Hudson McMann (9, McMann’s son),
whom the FBI SA Burnett (f) & FBI SA Jensen were interviewing.Lil Vinnie (dad, bounty hunter),
Rage (mom, bounty hunter, terminal brain cancer), & Beast (son, bounty hunter), were also
helping Faith to find Lara.What happened to Eddie Harlan & Gage?& what about Randy Price?
Will all the child labor/human trafficking individuals be brought to justice?Randy or Richard?I did
a grad level PP presentation on this subject matter. I doubt it will ever be slowed down.Warning:
This book is for adults only & contains extreme violent or graphic adult content or profanity &/or
sexually explicit scenarios. It may be offensive to some readers.I did not receive any type of
compensation for reading & reviewing this book. While I receive free books from publishers &
authors, I am under no obligation to write a positive review. Only an honest one.A very awesome
book cover, great font & writing style. Wow, a very well written international crime book. It was
very easy for me to read/follow from start/finish & never a dull moment. There were no grammar/
typo errors, nor any repetitive or out of line sequence sentences. Lots of exciting scenarios, with
several twists/turns & a great set of unique characters to keep track of. This could also make
another great human trafficking movie, or better yet a mini TV series. A very easy rating of 5
stars.Thank you for the free Goodreads; MakingConnections; Thomas & Mercer; Amazon Digital
Services LLC; bookTony Parsons MSW (Washburn)”

Eve, “Intense. Exile, intense and emotional story, well written and narrated with captivating and
diverse characters, brave, smart and fearless. A roller coaster at high speed, like a A rush of
blood to the head. A chain of events will keep you up and waiting for more. I love the Faith
trilogy, the characters and the emotional action mix. A look into the painful dark world of sex and
human trafficking. I definitely recommend it.”

Bill J, “Extreme Darkness Exists Around UsWe must recognize. We must recognize that greed
leads people to destroy lives to achieve there goals. We must be ever alert to avoid the false
temptations they place in front of us. More importantly we must provide protection and guidance
to the young ones in our lives, both family and others. Almighty God is our protector and through
prayer and obedience we will be victorious.”

Roberta L. Lafrance, “Wrath Leaves you Breathless!. First, I’d like to say “thank you” to the author
for bringing this very serious issue to light through her art of the written word. Her point and that
of her characters points to the fact that Child trafficking and people trafficking in the sex trade is
horrific and is happening to our friends and neighbors. We need to be alert and vigilant to this
fact.The conclusion to this trilogy will leave you breathless and wanting to learn about where the
McMann clan goes from here on their path to creating their new lives together.”

Karen Tighe, “Eyes like slats. Read this the third book in just 24 hours . The story of Faith
McCanns harrowing ordeal to find and rescue her son and daughter from drug and sex



traffickers after her husband is killed infringing her and leaving her for dead . Very good storyline
and strong characters throughout the 3 books . Brilliant author i came across her on kindle
unlimited and read her Lizzy gardener series (awesome) Thing is sex trafficking is all too real
and very horrific ..praise to TR Fagan for her thorough investigation of the subject”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Faith, Courage, Patience. I've read all three in the series, and it's a
beautiful moving, heart rendering story. Which could happen to anyone.The story line is
explosive, detailed, with passion, saddness and courage.I found this a compelling story to read,
and years came to my eyes in the final book. . . I've read many of TRs books and I recommend
these as others to read, it's unstoppable, s must finish, can't wait for the next book.”

Drew, “Faith McMann Trilogy. Firstly these three books must be read in order as this is one
continuous story. T R Ragan has once again excelled in writing this exciting thrilling book. The
main character Faith ( Furious) along with Beast and Rage are enthralling throughout the the
three books.Furious, Outrage and Wrath make for compelling reading of which I thoroughly
enjoyed. I first read T R Ragan when I found her compelling Lizzy Gardner series which was also
brilliant. Personally I can't wait to read her next book and I wholeheartedly recommend this
author to you !”

The book by T.R. Ragan has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 2,383 people have provided feedback.
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